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much the same but it has been brought up to date with some
new illustrations-for example, table 7.2 comparing the proper-
ties of Gutta-Percha and Silverpoint-and new sections:
causes of pain after preparation and medication of the pulp
cavity, conventional root canal therapy, and hemisection and
trisection. There was only one line mentioning fluoridation,
but this is because another in this series (No 20) deals with this
subject.

Clinical Anesthesia Procedures of the Massachusetts
General Hospital. 2nd edn. Ed Philip W Lebowitz, Leslie A
Newberg, and Michael T Gillette. (Pp 597; $16 50.) Little,
Brown, and Company. 1983.

New and updated chapters include "Anesthesia for vascular
and neurosurgery" and "Closed circuit anesthesia," as well as
an extensive and useful drug appendix with references to
published work. "A super little book; I've just bought it,"
said a consultant anaesthetist. "Wish I had had it as a pocket
book when a registrar."

Basic Psychotherapy. 2nd edn. Richard Parry. (Pp 204;
£4.) Churchill Livingstone. 1983.

This title replaces A Guide to Counselling and Basic Psycho-
therapy (1975). Much has been rewritten and it contains new
material. For example chapter 1, now called "The talking cure,"
is replete with fictional case histories that illustrate the art of
doctor-patient communication-relevant, as it is only too easy
to write a prescription or order an investigation instead of
talking. Other chapters deal with "patients with difficult
problems" and "problems with difficult patients," as well as
giving much guidance to therapists. "A common but unwise
aphorism in medicine is that organic disease must be excluded
first. It is unwise because it assumes that all physical illnesses
are more serious than all psychological ones . . .," writes the
author, a consultant psychiatrist in Edinburgh. Entertaining as
well as instructive, it is laced with humour.

"Holistic doctors" and others who know the need to treat
the whole person and not just the disease, will enjoy this book.
The author modestly writes at the end that he is acutely aware
of having written little that was not already obvious. He is
partly correct. Indeed, the late Professor John Ryle lectured on
this topic to medical students in 1931 (see his The Natural
History of Disease, page 15) and was the first to use the term
holistic (from the Greek 'o?xo) in medicine (Field Marshal
Smuts having introduced it into English).

Lecture Notes on Epidemiology and Community
Medicine. 2nd edn. R D T Farmer and D L Miller. (Pp 214;
,6 80.) Blackwell Scientific Publications. 1983.

New chapters include the epidemiology of some diseases of
importance or interest and medical demography (populations
and growth rates, reasons for the decline in mortality, factors
affecting fertility in communities, contraception, fetal loss, and
some recent changes in the patterns of fertility in England and
Wales), and the chapter on health services has been rewritten
since the 1977 edition. A new figure 7.2 is a facsimile of the
"General Bills of Mortality 1641 and 1665." There are plenty
of other references and "suggested further reading." In this
preface the authors (from Westminster and St Mary's Hospital
Medical School) write that "since the first edition of this book
was prepared, community medicine has become more firmly
established in undergraduate medical education...." Medical
students, however, who consider aspiring to this specialty
would like to know exactly what a community physician does.
Perhaps "a day in the life of a community physician" might be
included in the next edition.

General Ophthalmology. 10th edn. Daniel Vaughan and
Taylor Asbury. Illustrated by Laurel V Schaubert. (Pp 407;
$17.) Lange Medical Publications. 1983.

Comparison with the previous book in 1980 suggests that it
is a reprint rather than a new edition: the contents are the
same and the substantial revision mentioned in the preface is
difficult to find. For example, chapter 7 on "Conjunctiva" has
the same text, though a few references have been updated.
Similarly, no change in chapter 19 on "Immunologic diseases
of the eye" except for a few new references. But "Optics and
refraction" has been rewritten with new illustrations by Dr
Orson Wyle. Appendix 3 on "Commonly used eye medication"
has apparently been revised, but it does not seem obvious
from a perusal of the two texts. It looks an excellent textbook,
however, and is clearly written and beautifully illustrated.

Clinical Interpretation of Laboratory Tests. 9th edn.
Frances K Widmann. (Pp 602; $21.) F A Davis. 1983.

This approaches the subject from the opposite angle and is
complementary to the last book. It contains more charts, lists,
and tabular comparisons than before, and most provide an easy
way of finding facts. Much is new, including immunology,
chemistry, microbiology, serology, endocrinology, and urine
analysis. Most informative, it is well documented with references.

Safer Prescribing. 3rd edn. Linda Beeley. (Pp 78; £3-50.)
Blackwell. 1983.

Described as a "handy guide suitable for the proverbial
white coat or jacket inside pocket," this contains two new
chapters: drugs and driving and drug prescribing for the
elderly. Other chapters concern drugs and renal failure, liver
disease, pregnancy, and lactation. There is more in it than is
included in the section on drug interactions in the British
National Formulary; the introductions to the metabolism of
drugs in different conditions are especially valuable. Disasters
due to drug interactions may become an increasing source of
litigation; indeed, that of a man who developed a haemorrhage
into the spinal cord when phenylbutazone was prescribed
though he was taking anticoagulants was recorded in the annual
report of the Medical Defence Union in 1982: the case was
settled for £44 000.

My inquiry concerning pocket books carried by junior hospital
doctors disclosed the need for a new design of white coats.
Pockets are too shallow, often limp, and easily sag; so bending
over a patient may result in equipment such as stethoscope or
ophthalmoscope falling out. When running to a patient with a
cardiac arrest, everything may drop out-bleep and all. Someone
should produce a new coat with purpose made pockets and
perhaps attachments for the stethoscope or patella hammer. A
large inside pocket like that in the Norfolk shooting jacket
(10 in, 25 cm) could hold the Oxford Textbook of Medicine or
the occasional gift received at Christmas from a grateful
patient.

Correction

ABC of sexually transmitted diseases

An error occurred in the article on vaginal discharge (19 November, p 1529).
In the penultimate paragraph the last two features of infection with Gard-
nerella vaginalis should have read "a pH of the vaginal discharge ~5 ... and
a positive result on the amine test."
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